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THERE IS NO GOD
I know because He told me

W

hen I was a younger man, I possessed within me a charred kernel of visceral rage at
the mediocrity of the world that I was to inherit, and a conceited belief that I could
remake it for the betterment of my generation, and fuck all those that had come before me and
failed. So I went out and did just that, I changed our world. I lifted our cowering eyes to see
past our childish beliefs. I freed us all. And in that fractal instance of triumphant ecstasy I
gazed, wide-eyed at the limitless possibilities that I - I - had ushered forth. In that precious
moment, I had become the saviour of a race that didn’t even know from what it was being
saved (its own necrotic complacency, of course). I had raised a steady, stoic hand and pulled
our dazzling future down from amongst the starry firmament. A gift for all. And in return, I
asked for nothing, save simply that you saw it happen (and your adoration, naturally, but how
could you refuse?).
For all the good that it did me, or any of us really, but mainly me. Because, as I held this
wondrous thing in the cup of my hand, it was snatched away, and then I saw, for the very first
time, just how small the cage really is. And just how thick the bars.
I like to think that I achieved my life’s greatest very-near-colossal-success-but-actuallymassive-failure through sheer ballsy pluck, good hair and force of personality, but in reality it
was brazen stupidity. Not intellectual stupidity, no; the special kind of idiocy that’s reserved
for the young. It wasn’t even as if my heart was in the right place; my motivations for such
selflessness were entirely narcissistic. Pride before the fall, I guess. Hence this account, which
I am hoping will serve to exorcise that whole sorry saga. Lancing the boil, you might say. My
therapist believes that writing down (again! but a little more honestly this time) the events of
those few days may, in some way help me to move on, get past it, bring closure. You know,
the sorts of thing a shrink says to bring the session up to the full hour - easier for billing. And
why not? It’s not like the phone’s been ringing off the hook these past fifty years, or anything.
I have the time to hack up that phlegmy bile one last time.
So here goes. And perhaps in the telling of my tale - with all the cathartic release that it
will bring for me - you, dear reader, may come to understand the truth of my time spent just
inside the Oort Cloud, and you may even choose to believe it.
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Way back, in the day, when I still had hearing and a sense of humour, well it was the high watermark of real space exploration. A time for hero’s. None of this bootstrapped sample-returnprobe stuff, sling-shotted around gravity wells on shoestring budgets to the fading applause of
an apathetic audience. No, this was like the space race of the 1960’s and the gold rush of the
1850’s all rolled into one. Finally, the moneymen had cottoned on to the wealth just pinwheeling about up there waiting to be gently tapped with a cut-price nuclear warhead so that the
contents could be quietly emptied into the great maws of their voracious bank accounts. It was
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high stakes, it was ruthless, it was fantastic. And I was a flash, deeply shallow flyboy who had
swapped a fear of death for the death of fear. I was young, with an ass you could crack nuts
with, impervious to the travails of lesser mortals; a gladiator of that phallic age. And with an
almost grotesque dollop of self-belief that I would rub on daily, like a swimmer would lard
(they really did that, I looked it up), I signed on with an eccentric billionaire’s pet space corp
project that was about to run out a highly experimental new drive system that all the usual
clique of crazy-ass test pilots were quietly steering clear of. Of course that just made me more
hell-bent to land the gig. If you wanted to live, to really suck down everything that life had to
offer so that you crapped out solid gold bars, then I believed that you had to find life’s terminator, step into that hinterland and belly-scream your defiance into the frigid darkness. Otherwise, why fucking bother, right?
Now, this drive, they said, was a real game changer. It had to be tested first though, and
for that the company needed someone with just the right mix of clever-crazy, with a hero
complex and who was looking for a footnote in history to call their very own, whatever the
price. A bill I fitted just fine. The age of all-American astronaut heroes dressing up like the
Michelin Man and tearing around in their planet-killing corvettes was over, sure, but that
didn’t mean that I couldn’t singlehandedly revive the breed. And I was just maniacal enough
in my arrogance to believe that I could.
I could not have been more wrong, but I was young.
The drive in question was actually not an “engine” at all, if taken by any established
meanings of the term. Engines propelled you from one place to another, usually through a
form of energy conversion: chemical combustion, electrostatic ionisation, magnetic motivity,
that sort of thing. This didn’t do any of that. This didn’t move you around spacetime, A-to-B
style, at all. No, this drive rode the energies that 4D spacetime lapped lethargically onto the
shores of, so that rather than move, you simply stopped being in one place and started being
in another. This was out there, in every sense. This was Caltech on crack. It didn’t break Einsteinian laws, but it sure did offer them a good time, then take them down a back alley and
kick the crap outta them. Now, I struggled with the science back when they made me learn it
for the test flight (and that was when I actually cared) so I’m not going to go into numbing
detail here (and why bother anyway, right?). Suffice to say that back then, the idea of riding
renormalised quantum-entangled gravitons (and thus bypassing the sluggish currents and eddies of old-style spacetime) as a surfer would the crest of a wave, was really out of the box.
Entangling gravitons at different points in five-dimensional spacetime and then drawing them
together, as if they were elasticated, just boggled the mind. It was the very definition of discombobulation. But this was what it was like back then. We were - however briefly - standing
on a shiny shore, watching the sunrise over a new age of discovery; masters, at last, of our
own bright futures. The constraints and the claustrophobia of scratching out a living on the
thin crust of just one exhausted world were about to end with a single test flight, and I, Nathanael Cleave III, would be white knuckling the controls all the way to fame and fellatio.
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The super-nerds (those pasty-faced teenagers that the company had holed up in a
darkened, undisclosed location, with all the Haribo they could ever want) were convinced that
the technology was flight-ready. Whether it was human-rated or not, well that didn’t seem to
be much of anybody’s priority, and quite frankly, I couldn’t have cared if the plan had been to
strap me to one of those old fission bombs that kept popping up on the black market and slap
me on the ass, I just wanted to be… up there. This one world just didn’t have the room to
really stretch out in, you know? I’m pretty sure that all pilots feel like that, especially when
you’ve taken your bird hypersonic, kissed the Kármán Line and witnessed the topaz serenity
of the curving Earth’s misty troposphere. Go there and do that and then tell me that you aren’t
a reduction of your former self, like a simmering red wine sauce, made less by the mundanity
of a life lived in an expanding cloud of dust and discarded dreams.
The company called the drive, rather imaginatively, the QE Drive, but it became known,
unofficially, as the Schrödinger Device (yeah, the cat guy); only one existed, it had been built
in orbit, and it was ready to fly.
My first eyeball of the little spacecraft was snatched between the stanchions of the dry-dock
as my transit hopper delicately pirouetted around a riot of attitude burps, before making the
gentlest of unions with the docking blister of the skeletal construction yard, from which the
experimental ship hung, as if held, ready to eat, by a giant space spider. The ship itself - the
Wave Rider - was little more than a cacophony of scaffolding. Of any resemblance to its sleek,
chemically powered forebears - with mighty thrust vector nozzles, the size of medieval church
bells, at one end and a pointy crew compartment at the other - there was none. The Wave
Rider was not borne of that dead age. This was the future and the future looked, well… ungainly, and I’m being kind. Imagine a big grey pumpkin loosely wrapped in scrunched up
chicken wire and covered in vanes, antennae and nozzles, and you will have some idea of the
Wave Rider. Kind of like a steampunk pupal-stage larvae. But this beautiful (in an “only a
mother could love” kind of a way) ship was my ride straight into the eternal embrace of that
footnote. She was no looker for sure, but she existed right out there just beyond the raggedy
edge, which was fine by me, because that’s where I did my best work.
After briefings and then more briefings, additional sims, extra med checks and further sys updates, the company was finally ready to put me in the left seat. Mission Control operated out
of a facility in Crystal Springs, Nevada, which was where Brin Largo, a leathery old former
naval aviator, and my Capcom (an oldskool term for the guy on the ground who told you stuff
while being super laid back so that you didn’t panic and kill yourself) had her feet up on the
console while slurping a steaming mug of freshly ground, spiced columbian with two extra
shots - which I could almost smell - as she walked me through pre-flight.
Largo’s grainy, worn features peered at me around her coffee mug and over her pointy
cowboy boots, from a small corner aux screen of the Wave Rider’s boxed-in single seater
cockpit, into which I had been painstakingly lowered and then strapped into.
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‘So, you really up for this, kid?’ she said, with a half-amused, slightly mischievous
smile forming at the riven corners her mouth. The company men would be listening in and she
knew that, but she enjoyed winding them up just as much as she did me. It was how she got
her kicks.
‘Well, I’m all snuggled in now,’ I said, ‘so I guess I may as well take her once round the
block. History waits for no man… or,’ I added, hastily, ‘woman. That is unless you got something better planned?’ The pre-flight was pretty much nailed and Largo was stalling while the
techs triple checked their figures, because just in case. She was keeping me distracted, we
both knew it and that was fine.
Largo raised an eyebrow, which appeared to be all the reaction she was going to give
me, before saying, ‘Okay then, if you’re sure, but I got a chicken in the oven. Real one, too.’
She spoke as if to pad the stretched-out minutes. Luckily she was as unreconstructed as I was.
Largo leaned back and took and long chug on her coffee. I began to feel the faintest need for a
pee.
‘A real chicken? Wow, that’s a kind offer.’ I threw Largo my most pissed look, ‘But I’m
on Menu C for the foreseeable, so… I think I’m good,’ and her grin widened even more.
‘Yeah I heard about the foul up. Still, they say that if you’re gonna get stuck with just
one menu, then C is way the best. Unless you don’t much care for bean stew, Moroccan style.’
Her grin morphed into a laugh and as she guffawed she nearly fell off her chair. As she flailed
about I saw her expression suddenly harden. Largo was receiving the go signal in her ear, I
was sure of it.
‘Okay… Wave Rider, this is Crystal Springs, stand by…’ Largo said, in her business
voice. Yep, I was about to make history. She straightened herself up, looked down momentarily and then peered back out from my gritty, pixilating aux screen. Her expression was firm,
professional, but still warm; a hint of maternal. Did she have kids? I didn’t know, but then I
didn’t really care. ‘We… have a green light, Wave Rider. Yes… a green light for separation
and final checks. Stand by for pre-launch sequence.’
Uh, more checklists. They were unending. I blamed NASA for the fossilised culture that
spaceflight had become inured within but there was no getting around it if you wanted to fly
on company time.
‘Crystal Springs, Wave Rider. I am receiving, on your mark,’ I said, as I watched Largo
scrolling through her handheld, looking, no doubt, for the pre-launch. In fairness, we had both
been expecting to be kept on the hook for a good while longer. But then this was raggedy
edge stuff, so maybe it was different out this way.
‘Okay, Wave Rider, so by the numbers, please. Cut all moorings.’
This is it. I looked down at the slab-sided cockpit laid out in front of me, as if seeing it
for the first time. It was all glass, in that there were no big buttons to punch or levers to throw
in plucky moments of near-death, in-the-nick-of-time heroics. Just bulkhead-to-bulkhead
touchscreens and a joystick that fell ergonomically into my gauntleted right hand. Nor was
there a starry portal to frame a deep, secretive universe, as I was buried in the middle of the
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bulbous pumpkin that was almost entirely made up of the triple toroid donuts of the
Schrödinger Device. My couch was little more than a canvas deckchair, which dispelled all
those hardwired preconceptions that I still clung to, borne of crushing-but-manly acceleration,
bone-splintering G-forces and hard vectoring, all obsolete in a vehicle that didn’t actually
“travel” anywhere. And yet, I still missed them, as if the whole thing wasn’t quite real enough
without those old analogue comforters that you could hang your inner fears on. Without real
blood-draining-and-then-pooling G it would just feel like an everyday sim, wouldn’t it? Patience, Nathan, you’ll find out in a minute, I thought, impatiently.
‘Crystal Springs, Wave Rider, acknowledged, cutting all moorings. Tower, retract umbilicals,’ I said, in a crisp, clipped tone. There was no tower, obviously, just that space spider
hanging objectively above me, but NASA and chemical rockets and all that.
‘Umbilicals away, Wave Rider,’ said a technician, from the ops pod on the yard. Her
words were quickly followed by a faint hissing emanating from the bowels of the ship. Except
that I was the bowels of the ship, so it must have been from the tanks nestled in between the
hull plating and that mass of chicken wire beyond, where all the unimportant stuff, such as
life support and reaction mass was wedged in, like a last minute after-thought.
‘Umbilicals retracted… acknowledged, Tower. Release clamps on my mark.’ I pulled up
the relevant subsystem on the main screen and scrolled through to attitude control.
‘Acknowledged, on your mark, Wave Rider,’ said the Tower tech, in a tense tone. Yeah?
I thought. You think you’re having a red letter day? Try sitting here.
I pulled back slightly on the joystick to get a feel for the resistance through the heavy
glove. ‘Release clamps, away all moorings,’ I said, with a touch of trepidation. Just a smidge,
but it was there, like the first signs of a coming cold. This shit’s getting real, I thought, as my
brain decided now might be the time to focus on just this one thing.
- end of sample want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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Born in England, in the year of Apollo 13 and Luna 17, Mark grew up sitting in
front of the tellie, in his paisley pyjamas, staring wide-eyed as Doctor Who (Tom
Baker), Space 1999 and Blake’s 7 romped across wobbly sets in their terrible outfits and bad hair. Mark grew up in a large family, which conversely meant time
spent playing alone, often within the confines of a boundless imagination.
At sixteen, Mark realised that he was unlikely to become a genuine space
hero - and school hadn’t been a huge triumph - so he joined the Army. After a
modicum of mild success here and there, Mark left the military after 25 years having reached the dizzying heights of the sixth floor of the Ministry of Defence,
where he worked as a staff officer, preparing papers for senior officers and wishing that he was anywhere else in the universe.
Mark now lives in the West Country where he spends most of his time trying to get his Lotus to think that it’s a car and wondering what it would be like,
if…

www.markjsuddaby.com
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There is no God
I know because He told me
Yesterday, I lived in world of boundless possibilities, of a universe to explore, of
discoveries to be made that would shake us to our core. Yesterday, I was young
and stupid and all the better for it. Today, I look at the prison, I see the bars - the
tantalising hints of what lies beyond - and I wish that I had never ventured out
there in the first place.
What was I thinking?
Who was I kidding?
They say that ignorance is bliss, right? Well, they were spot on.
And I should know.
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